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INTRODUCTION:  

Veer Narmad South Gujarat University is a public university located in the city 

of Surat, Gujarat, India. Previously known as South Gujarat University, it was renamed as 

Veer Narmad South Gujarat University (VNSGU) in 2004 in honour of the famous scholar and 

Gujarati poet Narmad. Established in 1965, the university offers undergraduate and 

postgraduate courses, including non-traditional postgraduate departments such as public 

administration, rural studies, comparative literature, and aquatic biology. 

 National Service Scheme (NSS) was introduced in 1969 

with the primary objective of developing the personality and 

character of the student youth through voluntary community 

service. ‘Education through Service’ is the purpose of the NSS. 

The ideological orientation of the NSS is inspired by the ideals 

of Mahatma Gandhi. Very appropriately, the motto of NSS 

is “NOT ME, BUT YOU”. An NSS volunteer places 

the ‘community’ before ‘self’. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE NSS: 

NSS aims at developing the following qualities/ competencies among the volunteers: 

a) To understand the community in which the NSS volunteers work and to understand 

themselves in relation to their community; 

 b) To identify the needs and problems of the community and involve themselves in problem-

solving exercise;  

c) To develop among themselves a sense of social and civic responsibility;  

d) To utilize their knowledge in finding practical solutions to individual and community 

problems; 

 e) To gain skills in mobilizing community participation; 

 f) To acquire leadership qualities and democratic values; 

 g) To develop capacity to meet emergencies and natural disasters; 

 h) To practice national integration and social harmony. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_university
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gujarat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narmad


NSS attempts to establish meaningful linkages between ‘Campus and Community’, ‘College 

and Village’ and also ‘Knowledge and Action’. 

PROGRAM REPORT:   

VNSGU Surat organized one day NSS workshop for NSS Program co-ordinator has 

been conducted on 28th January 2023 at Surat from 9.00am to 6.00pm on the theme of 

“PRASHIKSHAN KARYASHALA (VARG)”.   

I Myself Mrs. Sheetal M K, NSS program Co-ordinator, Sandra Shroff Rofel College 

of Nursing Vapi reached VNSGU reached at around 9.00am & around 10.00 am program was 

started. Shree. Prakash Chandra sir welcomed the participants and introduced our guest Dr 

Kishor Singh Chavada Sir, Dr Rameshdhan Gadavi Sir with beautiful flowers and with Holy 

book Bhagwat Geeta.   

 

Later Dr Kishor Singh Chavada Sir explained in his speech regarding, we have to 

motivate students and youths towards NSS, NCC and RSS from beginning itself i.e from school 

period. It should be compulsory participation in NSS with an admission formality then only 

students and youths will learn and develop interest towards Nation. Program officers should 

concentrate towards students instead of rules and regulations of college like campus should be 

free from tobacco, keep students away from electrical items.  

Followed by around 10.30am Dr Ramesgdhan Gadavi sir delivered speech on team 

building. First, he appreciated all program officers for there dedication of work towards NSS, 

and showed some videos on team building. Sir discussed on few points with audience like 

“PRE-PLANNING, PROPER PLANNING and SANGHATAN ME SAKRIYA”  



Around 11.30am chief guest of the program Honourable Shree. Prafulbhai Panseriya 

(Education Minister) Sir has arrived, Shree. Prakash Chandra sir welcomed the guest with 

memento and book. Thereafter all the dignitaries lighted the lamp.  

Shree. Praful sir stared his speech by expressing his friendship with Shree. Prakash 

Chandra sir by saying “IS PROGRAM ME MANTRI BANKE NAHI, MITRA BANKE 

AAYA HU”. He explained importance of parents in your life, examples of Lord Rama in 

Ramayana and teachers should always give examples of good, relevant and which includes 

with positivity not bad one. Explained a slogan “Keep on doing your roles and responsibilities, 

don’t bother about future and result”.  

Followed by next speech was given by Dr Krupesh Chauhan, he explained on UNNAT 

BHARAT ABHIYAN (ADVANCED INDIA), for developing India, we all should focus on 

Urban as well as Rural areas equally by practicing organic farming in small areas like terrace 

and kitchen garden by this we all will consume chemical free vegetables, buy simple 

machineries which can be run by rural areas as because rural areas will be lacking for electricity 

problem and no need of manpower to make use of them. Examples like for women’s beauty 

parlour training, tailoring and for boys driving training etc..  

After lunch break at 2.30pm Shree. Prakash Kapuriya sir delivered speech on 

developing interest of the youths towards spirituality and also adviced to all of us; don’t judge 

people by their looks, believe in their characters.  

Followed by Dr Manish Gondaliya, Dr Farida Mnadviwala and Dr Heatl Patel are 

shared their experience on special village camp was done in the month of December and 

January 2023.  



Around 3.30pm we welcome Shree. Mukhul Kanitkar, by beautiful memento, and he 

explained regarding, research in the 

context of Indian knowledge system 

an introduction, in this as a researcher 

and guide we should always focus on 

new innovation, don’t always depend 

on review of literature and references 

of same studies. He means to say that 

Originals are imperfect but the copies 

studies are perfect and youths should 

face towards Atmanirbhar Bharat.  

CONCLUSION 

We successfully concluded the workshop at around 4.30pm on “PRASHIKSHAN 

KARYALAYA”. All the participants took memorable picture of receiving certificates along 

with dignitaries. It was very proud moment for all of us which was seen on the faces of the 

participants.  

Thanks to all who in one way or another Contributed for this event. I acknowledge with 

gratitude and devotion to THE ALMIGHTLY GOD whose grace and blessing accompanied us 

throughout event. 

 I am thankful to Our beloved Academic Chairman Maj. Gen. Mrs. T.K Bhutia mam, 

Principal Prof. Samuel Fernandis sir for their guidance and support for this training program.  

Last but not the least heartfelt gratitude to Smt. Sandra Shroff, Founder and chairman 

of SSRCN for always supporting us and providing us necessary facilities. 

 

  

  


